Type -- --------wkr nr - -----------Stkz. ----------- Unit ----------- Comments

Do217J--------1134--------RH+EH--------Tarnewitz-------- prototype of Do217J series nightfighter developed from a modified Do217E-2 wrk nr 1122. Fitted with Spanner and FuG 202 equipment. Crashed during testing due to engine problems.

Do217N-0------- N-07--------GG+YG--------Dornier Plant----- 2 photos show GG+YG just after production fitted with FuG 202 (GG+YG already in the database, however listed as an N-1)

Do217N-------- 1408--------GG+YH--------Dornier Plant----- used for cold start tests March, 1943 and testing of Lichtenstein BCR and Bernhardine equipment

Do217J/U1------XXXX--------KI+LV-----IV Lehrgruppe NJG 101--- badly damaged during forced landing in Hungary. (KI+LV already in the database as a Do217J-2; unit and fate new information)